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Bay Ridge instructor enlightens 
preschoolers on yoga  
BY MATTHEW LYSIAK  
DAILY NEWS WRITER  

Friday, May 2nd 2008, 4:00 AM  

DeCrescenzo for News
Yoga teacher Michelle Kennedy (c., rear) leads moms and tots during recent class in Bay 
Ridge home. 

Now that potty training is out of the 
way, nirvana isn't far behind for these 
little ones. 

A Bay Ridge yoga teacher is helping 
aspiring yogis take baby steps to 
enlightenment by offering a new 
class in this ancient art of exercise - 
for kids as young as 2.  

"We are never too young to find our 
inner peace. Besides, the kids love 
it," said instructor Michelle Kennedy, 
36, who founded Shanti Baby and 
started classes in her home late last 
month with six preschoolers ages 3 
to 5.  

"Yoga is ageless and doesn't discriminate by years," said Kennedy.  

The response to her Parent and Preschooler Yoga class has been overwhelming, 
said Kennedy, who is trained in postnatal yoga as well as mommy and baby yoga.  

After posting information about her new class on parent Web sites and blogs, 
Kennedy quickly assembled an army of flexible kids willing to contort themselves 
alongside their parents.  

There has been enough interest that she is considering renting a large studio for the 
class.  

"It is really unbelievable how well young kids can grasp the concepts and perform 
the poses," she said.  

If enlightenment is found through happiness, then 3-year-old Katherine Viglione has 
arrived.  

"I love this class!" she shouted as the stretches began.  

During the class, Katherine demonstrated her mastery of several stretches, including 
her favorite, the fluttering butterfly.  

But it wasn't all child's play; parents say part of the fun comes in exercising with their 
children.  

"I think the kids love it because it is something we can do together," said Katherine's 
mom, Julie Viglione, 39.  

At the end of the hour class, which includes relaxation music, visualization exercises 
and, of course, snacks, parents said their children walk away with a good workout -

DeCrescenzo for News
Devon Schweizer, 4, devotes self to perfecting 
pose with Kennedy. 
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even if they don't attain a deeper understanding of the universe.  

"He likes to do the downward dog yoga pose and is quite flexible," said Jessica 
Richards, mother of Eamon, 3.  

"But as far as him finding his inner peace or enlightenment, I don't think we are quite 
there yet." 
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